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Slice 15 cm Thick From Original Point Cloud
Figure 4. a) A “stack” of vertical slices from the LiDAR point clouds, 15cm thick shows the snow and plants. . Late snow distribution 
is not aected by the presence of bending shrubs.  b) A “stack” of vertical slices from the LiDAR point clouds, 5cm thick. The snow-
pack has been intercepted by the spruce tree branches. Over time the depth increases, but the branches move down then up, and 
the edge of the snow migrates toward the tree trunk. c) A “stack” of vertical slices from the LiDAR point clouds, 10cm thick. Shrubs 
deform the snowpack locally. The tussock on the left and the shrub on the right of graph are the plants visible of gure 1. The rela-





Vertical Evolution of The 
Snowpack
Background:
 As winter progresses, snow accumulates on the 
ground and plants of the boreal forest. On their passage 
to the ground, the falling snowakes encounter physical 
obstacles like the complex structure of tree branches and 
shrubs. These cause the fall trajectories to deviate, and in 
some cases even stop, before a snowake reaches the 
forest oor. After deposition, wind and gravitational set-
tlement further aect the snow distribution. Because of 
these snow-vegetation interactions, snow gets distribut-
ed in the forest along vertical and the horizontal direc-
tions in a complex way.
 To better understand these interactions between 
snow and plants, we designed an experiment, in the 
boreal forest near Fairbanks, Alaska (see panorama 
below) where we used a ground-based LiDAR (Light De-
tection And Ranging) to record the 3D geometrical evo-
lution of the snowpack, the exure of vegetation under 
snow loads, and the snow deposition on the ground 
during the winter of 2011-2012. In parallel, we set up a 
time-lapse camera to record loading and unloading of 
tree branches, and a weather station to record atmo-
spheric conditions.
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Observations:
 During snowfall, the snow and vegetation interac-
tions depend rst on the atmospheric conditions. 
Figure 1 shows how loading of branches by “warm” 
snow diers from loading by “cold” snow. Also, wind 
events of about 4-5 m/s are seen to be sucient to 
unload snow from spruce branches (g. 5). 
 The vertical proles provided by the LiDAR at mul-
tiple times (g. 4) highlight the dierent behavior of 
the snow in respect to the plants. In the LiDAR results 
we can see:
  - formation of a tree wells around the spruce trees, 
  - localized deformation of the snow pack by sti 
shrubs, and smaller vegetation when the  snowpack 
is relatively thin, 
 - assimilation of exible plants in the snowpack 
due to bending and pivoting, 
 - interception by branches standing above the 
snowpack,
 - formation of signicant subnivean air 
spaces (revealed by snowpits: 10% of the volume be-
tween ground and top of the snow in winter 
2011-2012).
Directions for future work:
 Our next steps will be localizing where and 
how the snow bends down shrubs, and iden-
tifying the required conditons (snow amount, 
plant species, plant geometry) for vegeta-
tion-induced snowpack deformation. Finally, 
we hope to classify the plant communities 
based on their impact on snow distribution 
(Fig. 3).
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Figure 5. a) Snowdepth from sonic sounders at two sites, in clear open shrubs, and in dense tall trees. 
b) Air temperature with indication of snowfalls. c) Daily maximum wind speed with associated snow-
loading on vegetation, estimated  from time-lapse photography. Wind and temperature events are 
driving how snow interacts with the plants. The data clearly show that above-freezing temperatures 
and strong wind have a major impact.
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2. hplant ~ hsnowpack 
Salix spp.,
Betula nana





Figure 3. We identify three plant classes based on the nature of the their interaction with snow. The 








B. Ground-based LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
C. Snowpit
D. Weather station
E. Snow probing with geolocalization
F. Camera looking downward from a cable platform
A
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Figure 1. Accumulation of snow in vegetation viewed from a camera on a cable plat-
form pointing downward. In the 18th October photo with see the snow depositing 
in  clumps because the air temperature was close to 0°C. The melt event that 
followed melted the snow accumulated in branches but not the snow on ground. 
Later, the air temperature dropped, and new snowfall evenly loaded the branches.
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Identied drivers
The main drivers for all the interactions we 
observed are:
- air temperature during snowfall
- air temperature after depostion of snow
- maximum wind speed
- size of plants relative to the snowpack 
depth
- plant mechanical properties
- plant architecture (i.e. size and density of 
branching as well as orientation)
- sun exposure (mainly fall and spring)
